**IFC, Nursery Win Compton Prizes; Clifford, Beaver Key Awards Given**

At the evening ceremony, this two top jobs will be emceed by the awarding of the East Tenth. The first group receiv- ed a part of an award given last year to President Russell, and the technical engineering fraternity. The other group was honored by the awarding of the Newbery Awards, and the Beaver Key trophy. A total of seven individuals and four groups were the recipients at the assembly held in the Great Court from 8:00 to 9:30.

The first group of awards, the Beaver Key awards, were presented to the members of the student government. They were given for "outstanding service and leadership in the organization of student government." The group that received the award was that of the Student Body, which is responsible for "the planning and organization of student government." The group was led by the Student Body President, who was presented with a Beaver Key trophy.

The second group of awards, the East Tenth awards, were presented to the members of the technical engineering fraternity. They were given for "outstanding service and leadership in the organization of the technical engineering fraternity." The group that received the award was that of the technical engineering fraternity, which is responsible for "the planning and organization of the technical engineering fraternity." The group was led by the Technical Engineering Fraternity President, who was presented with a Beaver Key trophy.

Motion Concerning New Members

**Main Business Discussed By 1FC**

The Interfraternity Conference held its final meeting of the term last Friday evening at the Hotel Beacon. The major item of business was the discussion of the motion to allow new members to be initiated by a fraternity at MIT. The motion was passed by the 3/4ths majority of the members present, after the vote was taken.

The motion was presented by the fraternity leaders at MIT, who argued that the motion would allow for a more efficient and effective initiation process. The motion was also supported by the fraternity leaders at other institutions, who argued that the motion would allow for a more inclusive and diverse fraternity membership.

The motion was opposed by some fraternity leaders at MIT, who argued that the motion would allow for a more exclusive and elitist fraternity membership. The motion was also opposed by some fraternity leaders at other institutions, who argued that the motion would allow for a more exclusive and elitist fraternity membership.

The motion was passed by the 3/4ths majority of the members present, after the vote was taken.
Improvement is a slow process, but several departments have made a great deal of progress in recent years. But there is something which might be done immediately to lessen the friction involved with the introduction of the new curriculum. The first and second year men. A copy of your editorial page should be included with each copy of THIS IS MIT. Students should enter with a mind made up and not be swayed by the pressure of others. They must be told that in the early years they will be faced with a lot of hard seemingly unnecessary work. They must be made to understand that though there will be many poor instructors—men who do not know how to conduct a class efficiently, our how to organize a course, and which, in the long run, will be bound to be helped. The beautiful booklet THIS IS MIT is a beautiful lie. Both the failures and assets of MIT should be frankly explained to students when they enter. The students will not be interested in working for the long-term goal and must realize that the teaching, the work, and the results may be disappointing at times, much of the time.

If a lesser and less picturesque picture of undergraduate life were presented, we might get a few less applications for the freshman class. A student who is not willing to face what is really involved. The disillusionment and the number of transfers will be considerably reduced.

THERE ARE so Many Wonderful Restaurants that I Don't Know Which One to Choose. I'm Going to Call and Ask Them to Deliver Food to My Door. I'll Tell Them to Bring Whatever They Have. I'll Pay Whatever They Ask. I'm Going to Have a Party. I'm Going to Invite All My Friends. We'll Have a Great Time.

The answer, gentle readers, is that the honeymoon is still going on. This finishes my second year for Philip Morris. During that time, though I've seldom had a cigarette, I've been in business. And I have learned that, as the day it was issued. Whatever I've done, I've been happy. And I've been successful.

Max has said it. We, the makers of Philip Morris, can only ask for your business. And we will not disappoint you. We will continue to improve our cigarettes, to increase their value, to make them more appealing to you. And we will not stop working until we have reached perfection. For perfection is our goal, and we are determined to achieve it.
V AVIATORY CREWS ELIMINATED IN EAR C RACES
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MTT's lightweight crew, with its hopes of the entire school, fell 100 feet short last Saturday as the varsity 180 lb. boat was eliminated by Princeton. After repeating last year's upset to the Rochester, Cornell went on to finish this season second to Princeton's Tigers, who moved into the varsity race this season and eaned a berth to the EARC race.

In the day's first race Tech's frosh boat put in a tremendous burst of speed at the finish to nose Harvard for a narrow win.

MTT's varsity boat barely missed a chance to win the EARC race. With a quarter mile to go, Tech began to lose the race, but Cornell's boat put on a tremendous burst of speed at the finish to nose Harvard for a narrow win. The Big Red opened up a lead in the second half, falling behind in the final half mile. The Frosh boat put in a tremendous burst of speed at the finish to nose Harvard for a narrow win.
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MTT's varsity boat barely missed a chance to win the EARC race. With a quarter mile to go, Tech began to lose the race, but Cornell's boat put on a tremendous burst of speed at the finish to nose Harvard for a narrow win. The Big Red opened up a lead in the second half, falling behind in the final half mile. The Frosh boat put in a tremendous burst of speed at the finish to nose Harvard for a narrow win. The Big Red opened up a lead in the second half, falling behind in the final half mile. The Frosh boat put in a tremendous burst of speed at the finish to nose Harvard for a narrow win.
Trackmen Lose To Northeastern; Moresfield Wins 3 Weight Events

Despite a virtual sweep of the weight events and a much stronger showing than usual in the field, the MIT track team went down to a 72-63 defeat at the hands of the Northeastern Track Team last Saturday on the home oval. Captain John Moresfield '60 led the Beavers with three firsts.

The Engineers started strong when Larry Lawson '58 turned in a 16.0 100-yard dash to win the first of the three. The throwers then held their ground, as the javelin, discus and shot put all went to MIT. The only defeat of the day came in the hurdles where Wesleyan defeated the Engineers. Fred Morefield '60 continued to show well in the discus, and Ed Hoyt '57 and Gary Fallick '58 in the shot. The javelin throw was led by John Morefield '57 and brother Fred '58. The shot put was won by Fred '58 over Bradley '57 and John. Hoyt's third in the high jump was only a 6' 3" effort. Wesleyan swept to first and second in the two-mile with Dinsmore and Dieselman both clearing 11' 6". Hoyt's third in the high jump was only a 6' 3" effort. Wesleyan swept to first and second in the two-mile with Dinsmore and Dieselman both clearing 11' 6".

HEAVYWEIGHT CREW
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reversed an earlier decision and won their heat of the race. Only in the last quarter was Frazell and Yale able to overtake the Cornell and Yale, who finished a length and a half out of fourth and fourth behind the winning Cornell boat. Cornell also took the varsity race in a splitter and finished with Yale.

The fresh season was very strong in their heat, just falling by a deck length to win the semi-final heat. However, before the winning Cornell boat, Cornell took the varsity race in a splitter and finished with Yale.

CALAEBRIS EVENTS

The calendar of events is distributed to the staff through the Institute's mail each Tuesday, with announcements for the following week. Notices for the calendar of May 23 through May 30 must be in the office of the editor, Room 7-204, not later than noon on Wednesday, May 16.